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HOW BRAND CAN ADD
VALUE TO M&A

A toolkit for successful 
M&A integration 



THIS DOCUMENT 
OUTLINES HOW 

BRAND CAN HELP 
ENHANCE M&A 

TRANSACTION VALUE

Transforming value 
A toolkit for successful M&A integration
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Firstly, what 
is brand?

The multi-sensorial expression of an 
organisation’s purpose, mission and values.

Brand creates audience experiences that 
influence their perceptions and behaviours. 

For our clients, the brand strategy 
is brought to life by multi-sensorial 
experiences like imagery, graphics, words, 
colours, fonts, textures, materials, sonics, 
scents and space and experience design, 
to name a few things.
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Brand should help 
integration success

If it’s considered...

Brand activates values 
and behaviours, which are 
essential to integration 
success. However, brand 
is rarely given sufficient 
consideration when 
analysing the Merger or 
Acquisition opportunities 
(at all stages of the deal)

Early enough...

Brand’s often an 
afterthought, leading 
to a rushed strategy and 
limited time to develop 
the right solution that 
delivers change

With the right process...

Positioning Strategy 
needs to come before 
naming and brand 
development in order to 
be coherent and effective

Considering brand at 
the right time delivers 
significant value to 
the M&A process, as 
well as saving time, 
effort and money in 
the long run.
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SO WHY 
IS BRAND 

AN IMPORTANT 
M&A FACTOR?
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Integration 
is essential to 
M&A success

70/90%
“According to most studies, between 70 
and 90 percent of acquisitions fail. Most 
explanations for this depressing number 
emphasize problems with integrating the 
two parties involved.”

Source: HBR 2020
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People are the 
key to successful 
integration
A brand makes ambition 
tangible, engaging people 
and directing behaviour. 

Source: BCG 2015
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Brand influences stakeholder 
perceptions and behaviour

Brand signals and 
reinforces new ways 
of working and shifts 
perceptions of the 
business, both internally 
and externally. 

Source: McKinsey & Company
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Brand bridges 
the gap between 
intention and 
inspiring action

Source: BCG 2015

Source: McKinsey & Company

Quantitative analysis 
alone overlooks crucial 
human insight essential 
to integration success. 
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BRAND EXPERTISE 
GIVES INTEGRATION 

AN EDGE
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Brand integration opportunity

BRAND SCAN

Activities 
•     Briefing session with in-house 

M&A team for ambition and 
key stakeholders 

•     Qualitative analysis of the brand and 
its competitors in market 

•     Employee engagement, ESG and 
Digital scan 

Deliverable 
Brand scan presentation detailing 
areas of opportunity and challenge for 
brand integration.

We create 
value across 
the M&A process

Research and valuation
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STRATEGIC 

OBSERVATIONS  
SSP 

Initial discussio
n presentation
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SSP’s st
rategic journey 

JourneySSP 

Initial discussio
n presentation

2014: IPO

2022: New CEO

2016 - 2020:

Focus on adding financial 

value for sh
areholders 

2021:

Creating a stro
nger, better 

business p
ost C

ovid

Immediate goal

To deliver a total  

shareholder return

Strategy 2016 – 2020

1. Optimising our offer 

2.  Growing profitable new space 

3.  Optimising gross m
argins 

4.  Running an efficient and  

 effective organisation

5.  Optimising investm
ent and using  

 best p
ractice and shared resources 

Strategy 2021  

1. Driving like
-for-lik

e rev
enue growth  

 and optimising our ex
istin

g space 

2.  Business d
evelopment and adding space 

3.  Efficient profit c
onversio

n

4. Ongoing reinvestm
ent to

  

 stre
ngthen the business

5.  M
aintain balance sheet resilience  

 and efficiency and create value for  
 

 shareholders 

Strategy 2022 – and beyond 

Tbc based on Patrick  

Coveney’s arrival and visio
n
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SSP 

Initial discussio
n presentation

SSP’s C
hair’s  

statement  

references  

sustainability
  

heavily

Annual report 2
021  
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  SSP’S  

LEADERSHIP 

Sustainability
  

is a focus across  

SSP’s le
adership 

SSP 

Initial discussio
n presentation
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SSP 

Initial discussio
n presentation

Patrick 

Coveney’s 

arrival also 

signals th
is 

direction

15

SSP’s b
rand 

positio
ning  

model 

Purpose 

Our why       
      

This is
 the reason the business 

exists
 – beyond making money.

Visio
n 

Where we’re going       
       

       
  

The ambitious ‘N
orth Star’  

goal, ta
ngible and stre

tching.

Values 

How we act     
      

      
      

      
     

What th
e organisation  

believes, g
uiding actions. 

Propositio
n  

What we do       
      

      
     

A clear sta
tement of  

what th
e business d

oes  

and how we do it. 

SSP’s m
odel

01
SSP 

Initial discussio
n presentation

To be the best p
art o

f a  

customer’s j
ourney by providing 

delicious and nutriti
ous fo

od  

and drink and other ite
ms fo

r  

people on the move

To be the best p
art  

of a customer’s j
ourney 

By providing delicious  

and nutriti
ous fo

od and  

drink and other ite
ms  

for people on the move

Analysis

Overall, a slig
htly jumbled  

statement, w
hich reads m

ore  

like a missio
n than a purpose. 

A purpose should sta
te a societal or 

individual benefit, id
eally in a compelling, 

pithy way: e.g. to refresh travellers 

around the world, sustainably 

There are two parts t
o the current 

purpose. The first i
s about being the best 

part o
f th

e journey. T
his id

ea could be 

explored with a more emotive direction: 

e.g. to create joyful moments fo
r 

travellers w
ith quality refreshments

The second is a
bout providing delicious 

and nutriti
ous fo

od, drink and other ite
ms. 

This d
oesn’t in

clude sustainable or good 

value, lim
iting the ability

 of th
e purpose  

to set compelling direction: e.g. to  

provide refreshments th
at are good  

for tra
vellers a

nd our planet 
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SSP’s b
rand 

positio
ning  

model 

Purpose 

Our why       
      

This is
 the reason the business 

exists
 – beyond making money.

Visio
n 

Where we’re going       
       

       
  

The ambitious ‘N
orth Star’  

goal, ta
ngible and stre

tching.

Values 

How we act     
      

      
      

      
     

What th
e organisation  

believes, g
uiding actions. 

Propositio
n  

What we do       
      

      
     

A clear sta
tement of  

what th
e business d

oes  

and how we do it. 

01
SSP 

Initial discussio
n presentation

SSP’s m
odel

To be the leading food  

and beverage provider in  

travel locations worldwide, 

delivering for all our sta
keholders 

in a way that ensures lo
ng-term 

sustainable growth

Analysis

A clearer articulation is  

required for th
e destin

ation.  

The link to the purpose should  

be more explicit. 

For example, what is 
the  

qualification for leadership?  

Customer sa
tisfa

ction, ESG goals,  

financial returns, sc
ale could all be 

measures th
at are referenced. 
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SSP 

Initial discussio
n presentation

The shift to
  

sustainability
  

impacts  

companies

It’s 
a mainstre

am  

investor consideration  

Increasing regulation and non-financial 

disclosure requirements a
re driving 

sustainability
 into the mainstre

am 

of ris
k management, st

rategy and 

board oversig
ht. Key developments in

 

governance and reporting have centred 

on sustainability
 and the sta

keholder 

agenda.
Purpose and  

authenticity are critic
al

Societal purpose is fa
st b

ecoming the 

hallmark of corporate citizenship and 

businesses fit for th
e future. Much more 

than meeting legal requirements, it
’s 

about companies sh
aring what th

ey 

stand for and leveraging their re
sources 

and influence to help tackle the 

challenges th
e world is fa

cing, shaping 

the agenda as th
ey go. 

Embracing it g
ives  

a performance edge

There is a
 wealth of research 

demonstra
ting that su

stainable 

companies outperform their peers 

across s
tability

, growth, investm
ent 

and long-term value creation. The 

importance of su
stainability

 and the 

growing understa
nding of purpose  

has brought with it h
uge opportunities 

for companies who are able to innovate 

and adapt in a changing world. 

There’s In
creased  

visib
ility

 on activities

The world has become very  

connected and society adept at finding 

information, meaning it tr
avels fa

r and 

fast. I
t has driven an expectation for 

companies to
 be fully transparent and 

share detailed information, across a
ll 

aspects o
f the business. A

nd with tru
st 

in companies at an all-tim
e low, failure 

to do so is v
iewed negatively.  
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SSP 

Initial discussio
n presentation

The ‘developed’ world is 

changing and so is b
usiness 

Imperative  

Workforce  

Purpose Index 67% 
of investors a

lways consider  

non-financial information in  

their in
vestm

ent decisio
ns. 

25% 
frequently consider it. 

58% 
of companies with a clearly 

articulated purpose achieved 

growth of 10
%+ over th

e past 

three years.

Our objective for COP26 is t
o put 

in place the foundation so that every 

financial decisio
n takes climate change 

into account. A
 financial system in 

which climate change is a
s m

uch a 

determinant of a company’s value as 

changes in creditworthiness o
r interest 

rates or technology, so
 that value 

reflects v
alues.

Mark Carney 

UN Secretary-General Special  

Envoy for Climate Finance
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Brand  

positio
ning  

model  
 
(makes up all th

e 

components o
f th

e  

brand stra
tegy)

Purpose 

Our why       
      

This is
 the reason the business 

exists
 – beyond making money.

Visio
n 

Where we’re going       
       

       
  

The ambitious ‘N
orth Star’  

goal, ta
ngible and stre

tching.

Values 

How we act     
      

      
      

      
     

What th
e organisation  

believes, g
uiding actions. 

Propositio
n  

What we do       
      

      
     

A clear sta
tement of  

what th
e business d

oes  

and how we do it. 

Positio
ning sta

tement    

Our ro
le         

         
         

         
         

         
 

A short st
atement th

at 

encapsulates th
e business 

ambition and place in the 

desire
d market. e.g. Emperor: 

The progressiv
e, independent 

agency of choice for ambitious 

clients.  

Brand narrative  

Summary of the brand 

fundamentals            
           

           
           

           
 

A few paragraphs th
at 

encapsulate the spirit a
nd of the 

brand positio
ning model as well 

as creative vision of the brand. 

This is
 used to evoke connection 

with clients a
nd as a brief to help 

brief writers a
nd designers to

 

bring the brand to life. 

Brand design principles  

Our creative platform 

 
• To

ne of voice 

• Design principles 

• Experience principles Our m
odel

01

02

03

Annual report 2
021  

SSP 

Initial discussio
n presentation
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Brand scan example
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We have the 
full spectrum 
of capabilities 
required Brand

We provide the insight, 
strategy and outstanding 

creativity required to 
activate your purpose with 
a brand that changes key 
stakeholder perceptions 

and behaviours

Stakeholder

engagem
ent

Stakeholder engagement

We provide insight into reporting 
requirements and support our clients 
to develop frameworks and relevant, 
engaging content for annual reports, 
websites and across communications 
channels.

Activation

We create engaging communications 
such as digital, moving image and 
reporting that unlock ambitions.

Employee engagement

We catalyse behaviour to drive 
success; inspiring people with 
purpose, reasons to belong and 
relevant, meaningful and impactful 
communications.

Sustainability

We provide insight and expertise that 
shapes purpose, identifies sustainability 
priorities and helps create compelling 
strategic communications.

Em
pl

oy
ee

en
ga

ge
m

en
t

Sustainability

ACTIVATION
ACTIVATION
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A recap on Emperor…
Emperor is an employee- 
owned strategic and creative 
communications agency.   
We’re specialists in brand, 
sustainability, employee 
experience and reporting;  
and experts in getting  
the most from integrated 
media and channels.

245+
People

25
Years in business

5
Offices

1
Vibrant culture

Brand
Aligning your brand to  
your business ambitions  
for long-term success. 

Digital
Reaching and inspiring  
people through a superior  
user experience.

Sustainability
Providing insight and tools to 
ensure you seize opportunities  
for your business.

Employee engagement
Achieving ambitions by engaging 
your people to embrace and 
activate your business vision.

Content
Video, animation, infographics  
and presentations that tell 
compelling stories.

Stakeholder 
communications
Providing the insight and  
tools to tell your story to 
stakeholders clearly. 14
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We’re partners and walk our talk. 
Our partners are razor sharp,  
commercial, focused and agile. 

Responsible business is one of  
our four strategic pillars.  

Twelve pledges commit us to business  
as a force for good. 

We invest in talent development 
programmes. 

What’s more… our application  
for B Corp is underway.
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Employee-  
owned for a  
pioneering  
future
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Some of our clients
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Adenza 
Creating a powerful 
new brand
Our Challenge
We needed to develop a brand that 
represents the merger of two leading 
financial services platforms, into a 
powerful new end-to-end solution for 
financial services customers. Time was 
short as Adenza had already announced 
their new name. 

Our Strategy
After rapid, yet thorough discovery and 
engagement we anchored our strategy 
around the idea ‘platform to opportunity’. 

Our Design
Our design utilises a triangle to represent 
the key elements of the business: focus, 
progression, strength and the platforms 
balance throughout the customer 
journey. For the wider brand identity 
flowing, dynamic graphics signify the 
movements and data information flows. 
Here the triangle is used to signify the 
focus Adenza’s platform brings, creating 
customer opportunity.

Adenza 

brand identity 

guidelines

Draft version 04

January 2022

Visual elements

Colour palette

Page 16

This is th
e defined set of colours for 

all typography and singe-colour 

layout in every creative execution, 

whether online, in documents, 

video or print.

The two fundamental colours are 

Adenza Orange (used in the inter-

nal edge of the triangular marque) 

and Adenza Deep Blue for positive 

word marque usage.

Adenza Orange

Primary palette

Secondary palette

Tertiary palette

RGB 
R255 G100 B36

CMYK 

C0 M68 Y96 K0

PMS 
PANTONE 165C

HTML 

ff6424

RGB 
R135 G135 B135

CMYK 

C0 M0 Y0 K60

PMS 
PANTONE Cool Gray 8

HTML 

878786

RGB 
R178 G178 B178

CMYK 

C0 M0 Y0 K30

PMS 
PANTONE Cool Gray 6

HTML 

b2b2b1

RGB 
R218 G218 B218

CMYK 

C0 M0 Y0 K20

PMS 
PANTONE Cool Gray 4

HTML 

dadad9

RGB 
R19 G46 B54

CMYK 

C100 M44 Y10 K91

PMS 
PANTONE 5395

HTML 

132e36

RGB 
R255 G255 B255

CMYK 

C0 M0 Y0 K0

HTML 

#AAAAAAAdenza Deep Blue

Adenza Dark Grey

Adenza Mid Grey

Adenza Light Grey

Adenza Yellow

Adenza White

RGB 
R70 G153 B207

CMYK 

C71 M28 Y4 K0

PMS 
PANTONE 2985C

HTML 

4699cf

RGB 
R86 G184 B213

CMYK 

C64 M7 Y14 K0

PMS 
PANTONE 297C

HTML 

56b8d5

RGB 
R166 G218 B236

CMYK 

C39 M0 Y8 K0

PMS 
PANTONE 543

HTML 

a6daec

Adenza Dark Blue 
Adenza Mid Blue 1

Adenza Mid Blue 2
Adenza Light Blue 1

Adenza Light Blue 2
Adenza Light Blue 3

Adenza brand guidelines  — Draft version 4

RGB 
R253 G195 B0

CMYK 

C0 M25 Y100 K0

PMS 
PANTONE 109C

HTML 

fdc300

RGB 
R55 G123 B168

CMYK 

C79 M42 Y17 K3

PMS 
PANTONE 7459C

HTML 

377ba8

RGB 
R31 G79 B115

CMYK 

C92 M63 Y32 K19

PMS 
PANTONE 7462C

HTML 

1f4f73

RGB 
R134 G198 B233

CMYK 

C50 M8 Y3 K0

PMS 
PANTONE 2905C

HTML 

86c6e9

Please note that colours are tested for digital printing only, not tested on litho.

Page 4

About 
Adenza

Section 01

Adenza brand guidelines  — Draft version 4

Iconography

We have designed a suite of icons 

on a simple grid. The icons should 

always be used with their corre-

sponding titles – see the section 

‘Our brand in action’ (p39-42)  

for a visual depiction. 

There are four colour variants for 

the icons, and they can be used 

on brand colour backgrounds 

(deep blue, orange and white) 

as well as over images. Please 

be mindful of icon clarity when 

choosing background images.

If you need to create new icons

it’s im
portant the visual style is 

followed.

Icon examples

Page 23

Back Office and Operations

Colour variants

Colour variants on background colours

(Yellow = Images)

Customer Delivery

Capital Markets  

Solutions

Back Office and  

Operations

Learning Services

Regulation and  

Compliance

Cloud, Data  

Integration 

and DevOps

Treasury

Front Office

Collateral and  

Margin

Risk and Financial 

Regulatory Reporting

Optimisation

Clearing

Increased Business  

Agility

Middle Office 

and Risk

Full Stack  

Responsibility

Expertise and Services

Optimal Security 

and Performance

Time

Location

Date

Adenza brand guidelines  — Draft version 4

Graphic system

Page 28

Double corner crop

Triple corner crop

1

2

2

1

3

Cropping the Journey Graphic Device - landscape

When we use the journey graphic 

device, we can also crop it – 

one or two corners in portrait 

orientation, or two or three corners 

in landscape. This accentuates the 

sense of the device as a portal.

We can use the device with 

abstract photography or as a 

keyline. There are some examples 

on the next page.

Adenza brand guidelines  — Draft version 4

Visual elements

Logo versions

Page 14

Positive logo

Positive mono logo

Negative logo

Negative mono logo

The combined marque can 

be used either as a ‘positive’ 

(deep blue on white or pale 

backgrounds) or a ‘negative’ 

(white on darker backgrounds).

These backgrounds can be a 

single colour (see p14 for colour 

rules) or use abstract photography 

(details on p18).

Adenza brand guidelines  — Draft version 4

Visual elements

Our portrait photography should 

feel warm, genuine and natural. 

People should appear relaxed with 

a positive but curious expression.

This is im
portant because it 

underlines a focus on the top left 

of the frame. This not only reflects 

the positioning of the triangular 

marque in the logo, bit it also 

corresponds to insight – many 

psychologists believe that when 

a person looks up to the left, it 

indicates honesty.

It also expresses a desire to strive 

forward and upwards, with ambi-

tion and drive.

Photography - our people

Page 20
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Page 7

Visual 
elementsSection 02

Adenza brand guidelines  — Draft version 4

Page 6

About Adenza

Platform to Opportunity
Platform

Speaks to technology and 

stability, whilst also embracing 

the double meaning of  

platform – a “higher place” 

and one you go places from. 

to

Active, looking forward

(just like our mindset

and culture).

More value at every 

point of the customer 

experience.

Opportunity

“A singular and  

ambitious benefit”

Our Strapline

Active, optimistic and invites  

everyone to look to the future  

from the stability of today.

Adenza brand guidelines  — Draft version 4

Visual elements

Our logo

Page 8

Our new logo consists o
f a marque 

and a word marque, which can 

be used together or individually. 

Echoing the strapline ‘Platform 

to Opportunity’, the triangular 

graphic device hovers above the 

word marque representing the 

elevated platform which Adenza 

helps clients to reach.

Adenza brand guidelines  — Draft version 4
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THANK
YOU

Contact:

Claire Stuart 
claire.stuart@emperor.works

James Pattinson 
james.pattinson@emperor.works
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